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Have you ever imagined what a really old or new photo would look like when it has been
transformed from a photograph to a canvas print that looks like it was painted by a magician? This is
the effect that a photo on canvas print can give of as when you get a canvas print done it looks like
the photo is on the canvas but the canvas gives it a very arty look so that it looks a bit like a painting
on canvas as well as being a photo at the same time, it really special this way.

Canvas photos and canvas printing is ideal for any kind of image, you will find that most photo
canvas printing is from people personal photos and they have the friends and family on their canvas
prints but if you put your mind to it you will be able to see that having any image like a landscape
photo or a picture of your pet or even if you found a funky looking design online or in a magazine
that you would like to have transferred to canvas then all is possible with canvas printing, this is the
beauty of canvas printing as you can have print made from  any photo or paining or design printed
to canvas and it will always look very good and you will be very happy with the results to.

If you do come across a photo that you wish to have printed to canvas then you may be better of
asking the professionals fist if the image id good enough to print form to get the best possible print
without it having any pixilation, if you have a photo that you wish to have printed then anything
bigger than a 6â€• x 6â€• photograph or bigger will always be perfect to scan in to their computer and print
directly to the canvas print, if you have a digital image that is on your computer and your not to sure
if the quality would hold up to the size of canvas print you wish to purchase then it would be a great
idea to send it across to the canvas printers to have them either proof the image first on the required
size or just at least have them check the quality to see if it would be ok to use, a good tip would be
to check this yourself first which is very easy to do on your computer, all you really have to do is
right click the image and check the properties and there you will see the size of the image file and if
itâ€™s over 500kb or if itâ€™s any kind of megabyte number then youâ€™re have nothing to worry about ad your
canvas print will turn out beautifully. Anything under 500kb then simply email it across to the canvas
printer and they can take a look at your photo before having it printed to canvas to make your
amazing looking photo canvas print. And there you have it, if you just remember these few tips
before ordering a canvas print then you will be very happy with the outcome.
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